
PARADISKI: AN XXL PLAYGROUND THAT GOES BEYOND 
YOUR WILDEST DREAMS

Guests staying in Arc 1950 le Village deserve the very best skiing and the ski 

area around the village certainly meets this requirement. Renowned for the 

beautiful landscapes at the entrance to the Vanoise National Park, Paradiski 

unfurls its hundreds of kilometres of runs that rise to 3250 metres in altitude. 

The combination of the Les Arcs, Peisey-Vallandry and La Plagne areas make 

Paradiski the world’s second largest ski area!

Guests staying in Arc 1950 le Village will find all the comfort and services they 

are accustomed to thanks to the resort’s modern infrastructures and employees 

who do all they can to ensure that visitors have a great time.

This ski paradise will appeal to all levels, from beginners to hardened riders, with 

its huge range of different areas to ride: perfectly groomed slopes, ungroomed 

but secured Natur’ pistes, forests where you can shelter from bad weather, fun 

zones, snow parks, first tracks…

Don’t let the beauty and variety of the area take your breath away: you’ll need 

it!

SKI and

SNOWBOARD
to your heart’s 
content

Skiing we certainly have, 

and very good skiing 

too, but also dream 

conditions, play areas, 

relaxing easy runs and 

more… 

Arc 1950 le Village is a 

constant invitation to 

find the best of yourself 

in action.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW 
Arc 1950 le Village is certainly the most beautiful and exclusive entrance into 

the Paradiski area – the world’s second largest ski area – and its 425 km of runs.

The Village also offers an exceptional variety of fun or exploratory activities that 

range from a contemplative sleigh ride to the frantic adrenalin rush of speed 

riding.
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LET EVERY MOMENT BE UNIQUE, JUST LIKE YOU!

Are you more of a sporty or a contemplative type (you might even be both!)? 

Almost before you have taken your skis off, you will find other activities to enjoy 

in the village. Your programme can be as unique as you are yourself. If you have 

already recharged your batteries in the swimming pools, Turkish baths, fitness 

rooms and spa, why not try other enticing activities, such as:

• ski joëring (skiing behind a horse) through the village

• a dog sled ride from Pré St Esprit

• a wild ride on a skidoo

• a helicopter ride to see the area from above

• a toboggan run, whether a softer version (Snake Gliss) or a thrilling ride in the 

Rodéo Park!

You can also try the unusual surroundings of the Igloo Village, plunge into the 

Mongol ambiance of an evening in a yurt or go snowshoeing to discover the 

natural beauty of the area… If you are seized by the desire to put your skis back 

on to go higher, faster, further and with even more thrills, speed riding will be the 

ultimate experience for you.

If you like to be surprised, why not let us put together a tailor-made programme 

just for you. If it seems like you just won’t have enough time to cover all the 

things to do in and around Arc 1950 le Village, there Is only one solution: come 

back and do it again!

NEW FOR WINTER 2018

An even more attractive ski area

ADS, the ski lift company in Les Arcs, has invested heavily in the area around Arc 

1950 le Village. 

• Pré St Esprit chairlift is being replaced by a new lift that is more comfortable 

and much faster; it will take just 8 mins to cover the 2900 metre ascent and can 

carry up to 2400 people/hr. The new 6-seat chairlift will even have heated seats! 

It will also have stylish blue-tinted covers for skier comfort.

•The Vallée de l’Arc run that is served by the new chairlift is being redeveloped, 

reshaped and widened for easier skiing between the bottom of Marmottes/ 

Bois de l’Ours chairs down to the bottom of Comborcière.

• To guarantee quality snow conditions from the start to the end of the season 

in the Vallée de l’Arc, 30 new snow makers are being installed between the 

bottom of Arcabulle and the bottom of the new Pré St Esprit chairlift.
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